The spectral changes in EMG during a second bout eccentric contraction could be due to adaptation in muscle fibres themselves: a simulation study.
The mechanism of marked reduction in damage symptoms after repeated bout of similar eccentric contractions is still unknown. The neuronal adaptation leading to reduction of muscle fibre propagation velocity (MFPV) due to increased activation of slow-twitch motor units (MUs), decrease in activation of fast-twitch MUs, and/or increase in MU synchronization was suggested as a cause for lower EMG frequency characteristics. However, the repeated bout effect could occur also after electrically stimulated exercise. Prolonged elevation of cytoplasmic Ca(2+) due to the increased membrane permeability after eccentric contractions was reported. Elevated Ca(2+) induced peripheral changes that included alteration of intracellular action potential and MFPV reduction. We simulated and compared changes in EMG frequency characteristics related to effects of central nervous system (CNS) or to peripheral changes. The simulations were performed for different electrode arrangements and positions. The results showed that the peripheral effects could be similar or even stronger than the effects related to CNS. We hypothesised that the repeated bout effect was a consequence of the adaptation in muscle fibres necessary for avoiding Ca(2+)-induced protein and lipid degradation due to Ca(2+) overload resulting from the increased membrane permeability after eccentric contraction. The possibilities for noninvasive testing of this hypothesis were discussed.